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1.
A funded project for the study of career paths of Hungarian 

Doctorate Holders



Aims and objectives

• In recent years, increasing attention is being drawn to the analysis of scientific 
career paths using the indicators of academic career in career studies 
(Panaretos and Malesios, 2009).

• Bibliometric methods play an increasing role in scientific career path analysis 
and its evaluation (Persson, 2017).

• The aim of this study was to determine the patterns of academic career paths 
for Hungarian Doctorat holders

• using multivariate bibliometric analysis, that is, a rich system of structural
indicators.

• Main aim: to develop a complex indicator system, that combines the aspects of 
academic career that can be captured via purely bibliometric methods

Persson, R. A. (2017). Bibliometric author evaluation through linear regression on the 
coauthor network. Journal of Informetrics, 11(1), 299-306.
Panaretos, J., & Malesios, C. (2009). Assessing scientific research performance and 
impact with single indices. Scientometrics, 81(3), 635.



Methods

• Our source database has been the Hungarian National Scientific 
Bibliography (MTMT)

• We have matched the publication records retreived from the MTMT 
database with (1) a national dabase on doctorate holders (2) Web of 
Science data, and used the WoS-indexed fraction to conduct the actual 
analysis.

• Based on these data, structural career indicators have been calculated for 
each author. We have applied a two-step method: first we determined the 
factor structure of variables. Using these main career components, the 
second step consisted of the clustering of authors, in order to arrive at a 
typology of career paths.



Indicators



Results



2.
The contribution of a national “bibliography” outlined



Hungarian National Bibliography (MTMT)

MTMT is

• an author- and organization-centered,

• National ciitation index (w.r.t source pubs),

• indexing national scholarly output,

• with rich metadata structure (author information, citing items, citation 
statistics, journal metrics etc.),



Metadata

• The utility of integrating MTMT with international citation databases (WoS): 
valid author-level statistics

MTMT
Author ID
WoS IDs

WoS
WoS IDs

Affiliations
Subject Categories

etc.

RICH AND VALID AUTHOR REPRESENTATION



Metadata

• MTMT can be easily integrated with other national databases on authors
(researchers)

National 
Register of 
Doctorate

Holders
MTMT ID

Field of degree

MTMT
Author ID
WoS IDs

RICH AND VALID AUTHOR REPRESENTATION



Sample size

• The utility of full author records: sufficient number of pubs/author for
career analysis (compared to WoS-harvested record)



Sample size

• The utility of full author records: sufficient number of pubs/author for
career analysis (compared to WoS-harvested record)



To conclude

• National bibliographies (citation indexes etc.) allow for utilization beyond
research administration and evaluation

• An excellent example is the study of the patterns within the national
scholarly community (sociology of science)

• National bibliographies have a great added value to the use of commercial
databases:

• Combining with commercial citation indexes: valid data AND rich metadata
structure

• Combining with national databases: „seamless” connections and 
integration for valid (author) data, even richer metadata structure

• „Big enough samples” for statistical analysis

• BUT: not enough on its own. Goal: to improve metadata richness in national
bibliographies. NOT ONLY COVERAGE THAT MATTERS!


